Laparoscopic Ultrasound (LUS) is regularly used during laparoscopic liver resection to locate critical vascular structures. Many tumours are iso-echoic, and registration to pre-operative CT or MR has been proposed as a method of image guidance. However, factors such as abdominal insufflation, LUS probe compression and breathing motion cause deformation of the liver, making this task far from trivial. Fortunately, within a smaller local region of interest a rigid solution can suffice. Also, the respiratory cycle can be expected to be consistent. Therefore, in this paper we propose a feature-based local rigid registration method to align tracked LUS data with CT while compensating for breathing motion. The method employs the Levenberg-Marquardt Iterative Closest Point (LMICP) algorithm, registers both on liver surface and vessels and requires two LUS datasets, one for registration and another for breathing estimation. Breathing compensation is achieved by fitting a 1D breathing model to the vessel points. We evaluate the algorithm by measuring the Target Registration Error (TRE) of three manually selected landmarks of a single porcine subject. Breathing compensation improves accuracy in 77% of the measurements. In the best case, TRE values below 3mm are obtained. We conclude that our method can potentially correct for breathing motion without gated acquisition of LUS and be integrated in the surgical workflow with an appropriate segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
In the UK approximately 1800 liver resections are performed annually for primary or meta-static cancer. Liver cancer is a major global health problem and 150,000 patients per year could benefit from liver resection. Currently, approximately 10% of patients are considered suitable for laparoscopic liver resection, mainly those with small cancers on the periphery of the liver. Potentially, laparoscopic resection has significant benefits in reduced pain and faster recovery for the patient, along with cost savings due to shorter hospital stays.
1 Larger lesions and those closer to major vascular structures are generally considered high risk for the laparoscopic approach mainly due to the restricted field of view and lack of haptic feedback. Laparoscopic Ultrasound (LUS) has the potential to increasing the safety of this intervention since it is able to image sub-surface structures, such as vessels and tumours. Since several types of tumours are iso-echoic and not visible in LUS, registration of tracked LUS to a pre-operative CT scan has been proposed as a method of image guidance. By having both modalities aligned, critical structures identified in the CT can be overlayed on the laparoscopic view.
Several solutions have been proposed for ultrasound (US) to CT registration of the liver. Methods that register freehand US to CT have been reported, either by correlating US with an US simulation from CT plus the CT signal itself, 2 or by converting both US and CT to vessel probability maps and correlate them afterwards. 3 Since these methods use freehand US and assume a large coverage of the liver, they can not be applied in laparoscopy given the restricted probe movement and field of view. As an alternative to freehand US, other authors register 3D US, either by using reconstructed vessels as features 4, 5 or by using segmented liver surface and vessels. Figure 1 . Proposed method workflow. Both rigid and breathing motion compensated approaches are highlighted: green arrows refer to the former; red arrows to the latter; blue arrows represent procedures that are common to both.
Thus far, there have been few studies concerning the specific task of LUS to CT registration. Initial feasibility studies of this concept have been performed with landmark-based registration both on an isolated phantom 7 and in a full experimental laparoscopic setup. 8 First results of a surface-based rigid registration on a porcine subject were reported using the Lap-Assistent complete system. 9 Since in real laparoscopic conditions the liver is subject to deformation due to insufflation and LUS probe compression, the solutions above may not be accurate enough. Results highlighting the possibility of a rigid solution being sufficient locally have been reported on porcine subjects using a vessel-based algorithm.
10 However, the presented workflow required manual landmark identification, making it difficult to apply in a workable time frame.
During surgery, breathing motion is also a considerable source of deformation that can reach displacements around 12-26mm. 11 A 4D model that reconstructs this motion intra-operatively in the laparoscopic environment has been reported. 12 The method co-registered stationary LUS images to obtain 2D deformation fields and fitted a breathing model based on a correlation metric between consecutive images. Different time varying fields were interpolated along the liver with B-Splines to generate a 3D model along time. Still, the method required a considerable amount of time for both acquisition and reconstruction, which ultimately does not allow for the registration to be updated several times throughout surgery.
We propose a framework for feature-based rigid registration of tracked LUS to CT with compensation for breathing motion. The method registers using one sweep of LUS data, assuming that in a smaller region of interest a rigid solution can be sufficient.
10 Liver vessels and surface points are used as features. A breathing model is also introduced, since respiratory cycle variation is expected to be consistent throughout surgery and can generate significant displacements of up to 5-25mm.
12 To fit this model a single additional LUS dataset is acquired while holding the probe stationary.
METHODS
The method proposed in this paper employs the LMICP algorithm 13 and poses the registration problem as the minimisation of the distance between an US point set and a CT segmented model using its Distance Transform (DT). An overview is shown in Figure 1 . Pre-operatively, standard triphase clinical CT scans of the liver are segmented and the liver surface and major vessels extracted. Two separate DTs are computed from the liver surface and vessel tree. Intra-operatively, a LUS sweep of data is acquired and both surface and vessel points are extracted. These points form the input to the registration algorithm which comprises a loop of two Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimisers, one that solves the distance minimisation problem by finding a rigid transformation defined by parameters p r and another by compensating breathing motion with parameters p b . The parameter vector p r is initialised by manually aligning the LUS surface data with the CT surface model using point picking. The parameter vector p b is initialised while holding the probe stationary and fitting a breathing motion model. These steps are now described in detail.
Breathing motion modelling
We consider breathing motion as a periodic displacement with constant temporal frequency which reaches a maximum at inhale and a minimum at exhale ( Figure 2 .(b)). We describe this behaviour in equation (1) . This model is similar to the one in, 14 but instead of modelling the inhale-exhale sequence with even powers of a cosine, it regards inhale peaks as narrow gaussian curves and the exhale baseline as the space between them. Five parameters define our models: A b , the amplitude of the maximum displacement at inhale; b 0 , the baseline displacement during exhale, σ b , the width of the gaussian peaks; T b , the breathing period that separates each peak center in time; φ b , the breathing cycle phase offset at the origin. The variable g is a constant defined as the number of breathing cycles expected to occur in a time window [t 1 ...t n ] given a period T b .
In order to initialise p b , this equation is fitted to the movement in time of a clearly distinguishable feature captured in a time series of LUS images. Given the absence of probe movement, it is expected that breathing will displace the LUS image features with a defined frequency and direction. By applying a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in a segmented feature such as vessel centreline (Figure 2.(a) ) this direction along with its projection over time is estimated. Breathing model parameters are obtained through a LM optimised fit of equation (1) to this principal projection. The principal direction becomes an additional breathing parameter, the breathing motion direction θ b .
Ultrasound Image Processing
From the LUS dataset that is to be registered, liver surface and vessel contours are acquired. The position of the US points in tracker space is given by an electromagnetic (EM) tracker attached to the probe and the US calibration. Surface points are digitised as in, 15 since the probe is in direct contact with the liver during acquisition. Considering a LUS sweep of n images, the surface "corners" of image 1 and image n {p 1 ...p 4 } are matched to a set {p 1 ...p 4 } on CT space (See Figure 3. ). These CT points are set manually through observation of the probe trajectory in the laparoscopic video, and a point-to-point registration is used to obtain an initial rigid alignment (p r initialisation in Figure 1 ). Vessel outlines are manually extracted by point picking from each individual LUS image. Other authors have previously published methods on automatic vessel segmentation from ultrasound images.
16, 17
Registration
The error function to minimise in both LM optimisers is given by equation (2), where D f (x) is the interpolated distance of vector x in the DT of feature f and T (a; x) the rigid transformation of x by parameters a. The distance of the LUS points x U S = [x v , x s ] is computed separately for vessel points x v and surface points x s with their respective DT. Two weighting factors w v and w s are used to balance the importance of each feature.
During optimisation, the US space points x U S are both rigidly transformed by p r and compensated with the breathing function B v (t) modelled by p b . The two optimisers are called in a loop which iteratively updates the two parameter vectors until E(x U S ) converges. B v (t) is a function dependent on time: to each set of n vk points segmented in a LUS image acquired at time t k there is a corresponding correction B v (t k ). To prevent the optimiser from using this correction to compensate surface compression induced by the probe, no compensation is applied to x s .
Although the breathing is defined by six parameters, only four are optimised: the amplitude A b , phase offset φ b , and 3D direction θ b defined by two angles α b and β b . The two remaining parameters T b and σ b are considered non-optimisable since they are expected to remain constant during the procedure. The exhale offset b 0 is neglected since it is directly correlated with rigid translations. Starting RMS (mm) 40 Figure 4 . LMICP registration failure rates when using either Surfaces+Vessels or just Vessels, as the initial mis-alignment is increased. We used synthetic LUS data, generated from the CT scan, generated random mis-registrations and the proposed rigid registration method used to re-register the synthetic LUS data to the original CT data.
Experiments
Data from a single porcine subject was used in order to evaluate the registration accuracy of the proposed approach. Surface and vessel models were segmented * from an abdominal triphase CT scan under pneumoperitoneum (insufflated abdomen). LUS images were acquired at a rate of 10Hz using an Analogic † SonixMDP and a Vermon ‡ LP7 linear probe which was tracked at a rate of 40Hz by an NDI Aurora § electromagnetic tracker.
Three experiments were performed. Firstly, an experiment with synthetic data was performed in order to assess the rigid LMICP performance when using vessels and surface data compared to just using vessels. The synthetic dataset was generated by intersecting the CT segmented vascular and surface models with a set of EM tracked planes. Random rigid mis-registrations were induced in the dataset and LMICP was tested with both segmented features (w s =w v ) or just vessels (w s =0; w v =1). The number of times the algorithm failed in recovering the initial configuration was counted after inducing 760 mis-registrations: 20 for each initial RMS interval of 1mm within the range [2-40]mm.
The remaining two experiments were applied on the porcine liver data. Seven LUS datasets were acquired, four while holding the probe stationary to measure and fit the breathing model and three sweeping it along the left lobe. Vessel contours were manually segmented from the three sweeps and an initial rigid alignment obtained through the method of section 2.2. In a second experiment, the performance of rigid LMICP was again evaluated using the same feature combinations (w s =w v ) and (w s =0; w v =1) on the three LUS sweeps. For comparison, the accuracy was measured as the tracking error (TRE) of 3 manually selected landmarks (L1, L2, L3) on both the CT models and LUS images.
In the third experiment, LMICP with breathing compensation was tested on the same sweeps using the same feature weight combinations and comparison study. In order to obtain a breathing model estimate, one vessel centreline was manually extracted from each of the four static LUS datasets and the method of section 2.1 applied. The same TRE measurements as in the second experiment were repeated in order to compare breathing compensated and rigid approaches.
RESULTS
Results of the first experiment are summarised in the Figure 4 : registration failure rates are plotted against starting RMS errors of induced mis-registration. Each failure rate value is measured as the percentage of unsuccessful registrations in which the starting RMS error was within a 1mm window. As expected, increased * www.visiblepatient.com † www.analogicultrasound.com ‡ www.vermon.com § www.ndigital.com initial RMS error resulted in higher failure rates for both weight combinations. Also, LMICP using both surfaces and vessels produced an overall lower failure rate.
TRE results for the second experiment are listed in the left part of Table 1 . The location of the landmarks in the CT segmented models is represented in Figure 6 . In all the three sweeps, results for L1 were less accurate than for both L2 and L3. Using LMICP with vessel contours and surface points resulted in a slightly lower mean TRE error compared to using just vessels. In each dataset this TRE improvement was observed in two landmarks out of three.
Two sets of results are presented for the third experiment. Firstly, Table 2 . summarises the results of breathing model fitting to each of the four datasets. As expected, among all datasets a very small variance was observed in the parameters T b and σ b , the ones we considered as non-optimisable. This consistency was also observed in the absolute amplitude values. The principal direction of movement and phase results are different between datasets. Figure 5 . shows an example of the breathing model fitted to the projection of the vessel movement.
TRE results of the third experiment for the breathing compensated LMICP are displayed in the right side of Table 1 . In terms of mean TRE, results showed in the best case an improvement of 1.5mm and in the worst case 0.01mm. The same trend where the combination of both features yields slightly lower TRE values than just using vessels was again repeated except for sweep 2, where using vessels only achieved the best TRE for L1. Moreover, although the mean TRE was always lower than in the rigid results of the second experiment, in some cases not all landmark TRE were lower than before. When using just vessels, improvements were obtained in 55% of the measurements versus 77% when using both features. The highest accuracy value obtained was of 2.7mm for L2 in Sweep 3 using equal feature weights. 3D results of this registration solution are shown in Figure  6 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Results from the first experiment indicate that using surface data in addition to vessels improves the convergence of the algorithm. This can be physically explained by the fact that a surface patch constrains the rotation space of the vessels and helps them align with the correct vessel tree, or that the vessel data constrains the sliding of the surface to a more specific solution. Without surfaces, the vessel data extracted from US would frequently lock onto the wrong branch of the vessel tree in CT.
Fitting a breathing model worked well and validates the assumption that breathing motion has a periodic movement with approximately constant frequency and inhale peak width. We proposed gaussian peaks instead of co-sine even powers 14 to avoid optimising integer parameters during the fitting step. From the remaining parameters, only the amplitude showed similar results between datasets. The variation among phase results could be explained by the fact that the residual difference between each dataset in T b and σ b could propagate and generate a considerable time offset. The variance in breathing direction can be explained by three factors: inaccuracy of the segmentation, probe compression and movement during each acquisition. For registration we initialised: A b with 0; T b , σ b and θ b with the mean of the four datasets; phase φ b with the value obtained from the dataset acquired closest in time to the three LUS sweeps. Breathing amplitude starts as zero to allow the algorithm to attempt registration without breathing compensation at the start of optimisation. The mean direction is used expecting the optimiser to find a similar direction to the ones measured through PCA. The chosen value for the phase intends to minimise the already mentioned time error propagation induced by the TRE values of both the second and third experiment agree with the hypothesis that adding digitised surface data to the registration yields a better accuracy. It is important to note that accurate validation for this method is not a trivial task, as the landmark picking procedure is difficult and therefore error prone. In the specific case of the subject used, some improvement could be made to the CT segmentation, since the generated CT model showed some differences to what could be observed on the LUS. We found a mis-segmentation in the CT model, possibly due to lack of contrast in the original CT data, which made it difficult to identify the precise location of the landmark L1. However, the breathing compensated approach shows some quantitative improvements when compared with just using rigid registration. This idea is corroborated by the visual results in Figure 6 .(b): from yellow to red point clouds, there is a clear periodic component attenuation. Also, the compensation was improved by using both vessels and surfaces, suggesting the surfaces produced a regularising effect.
These preliminary results are encouraging given the simplicity and in principle, the ease of integration into the surgical workflow. The method only requires 2 LUS datasets; one stationary sample to estimate the initial breathing model, and another for the registration. In the best cases of L2 and L3, accuracies around 3mm are obtained, which is reasonable for an almost rigid solution in laparoscopic environment, where compression by the LUS probe is still a highly significant non-rigid component. Furthermore, any vessel segmentation algorithm can be coupled to the proposed framework.
Going forward, we intend to apply our method on clinical data and perform a more complete validation. This would provide more insight into how a simple periodic breathing compensation can improve rigid registration based on digitised surfaces and vessels. To improve our breathing model, one possibility is an extension to 2D, similar to Nakamoto et al., 12 which would enable a more realistic motion compensation. However, in order to avoid large computation times and a complex workflow, the modelling would be confined to the liver region used in registration.
